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SG11 

(2nd viewing) 

1. Date: 18 April, 1986 

2. Time: 0751 hrs 

3. Summary: 

a. Site area is sparse, nondescript land. 

b. Site has a building which is of particular interest. 
Building contains two areas of interest: 

1) One area of the site seems to be a room inside the 
structure. Place is quiet w/noone there. Room 
would seem to be a bedroom, or area for living. 
There is a "something" which repeatedly attracts my 
attention. It is evidently located at a desk or 
work area, and may have been left in a book or box, 
or somehow only partly showing. There is no EI in 
the room: evidently noone there. AI is repeatedly 
that of surprise of having come across something 
which shouldn't be there (same feeling all us old 
burn-baggers get when they find a secret document 
lying out). Whatever this thing is, it seems very 
important. 

2) Second area of the site seems to be a clean, bright 
"laboratory-type" area. Room has a large 
"machine-like" mechanism which is of particular 
interest in it. There is a person who seems to be 
there to work it and watch over it. Its purpose 
seems to be a controller/indicator for some other 
thing. Object seems red, large, connected on one 
end to something else, and surrounded by clear 
space. It seems to have some sort of "counting" 
mechanism which is used as an indicator and warning 
device. "Indicator" seemed to give impression of 
being a radiation counter of the remote type used 
for cloud chambers. 

4. Personal evaluation: Although almost the identical 
information came through as in the first session for this 
site, I feel I worked through any drive associated with it, 
and worked on to other things. I have a good "feel" about 
this session. 
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